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Objectives

• Help ease the misunderstanding between antimicrobial 
stewardship and sepsis

• Importance in de-escalation of antimicrobial therapy to help 
reduce anti-microbial resistance (AMR) & Clostrididoides 
difficile infection 

• Utilization of Procalcitonin (PCT) in antimicrobial stewards













Surviving Sepsis Campaign 

• Initiation of broad-spectrum antimicrobial therapy within on  
hour of triage of patients with sepsis/septic shock

• “Administer Antimicrobial First and Ask Questions Later”



Is there increased mortality in delay of 
antimicrobial therapy?

• Data supporting delayed administration of antibiotics increases mortality  
limited.

• Most evidence is based on results from retrospective analyses of data 
gathered for other purposes. 

• Data needs to include important information such as identification of infe  
site, appropriateness of antibiotic selection, dose of antibiotic administrat  
and source control. 
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Background

• Patients identified with sepsis in the emergency 
department often are treated based on the presumptio  
of infection.

• Various non-infectious conditions that require specific 
treatments have clinical presentations like that of seps  
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Methods

• Prospective observational study of patients treated with goal-directed 
resuscitation for severe sepsis in the emergency department

• Inclusion criteria: suspected infection, 2 or more criteria for systemic 
inflammation, and evidence of hypoperfusion.

• Exclusion criteria: anyone <18 years of age and need for emergent surge

• Clinical data prospectively collected for 2 years.

Clinical Infectious Diseases 2010; 50:814–820



Results
• 211 patients were enrolled

o  95 (45%) had positive culture results

o 116 (55%) had negative culture results. 

o The overall mortality rate was 19%.

• Patients with negative culture results: 

o 44% had clinical infections, 8% had atypical infections, 32% had 
noninfectious mimics, & 16% had an illness of indeterminate etiology 

Clinical Infectious Diseases 2010; 50:814–820



Conclusion
• >50% of patients identified and treated for severe sepsis in the emergen  

department had negative culture results

• The patients identified with sepsis:

o 18% had a non-infectious diagnosis that mimicked sepsis

o The clinical characteristics of these patients were similar to 
patients with culture-positive sepsis 

Clinical Infectious Diseases 2010; 50:814–820



13% of 2,579 patients who had been admitted to two ICUs in
Netherlands due to a presumptive diagnosis of sepsis, had no infection 

after further work-up, and 30% of patients were also confirmed to 
have only the potential of sepsis.





“The link between early administration of antibiotics for suspected infection a  
antibiotic stewardship remains essential to high-quality sepsis management. If 

infection is proven not to exist, antimicrobials should be discontinued.”





Results 

• To evaluate the effect of antibiotic de-escalation on outcomes, 
researchers conducted a prospective, observational study 
involving adults admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) at a 
hospital in Seville, Spain, with severe sepsis or septic shock 
between January 2008 and May 2012 (N=628).



Results 
• Causative pathogen was possible for 481 patients (77%). Bacteremia was present in 241 p  

(38%). 

o Antimicrobial therapy was adequate in 88% of the cases.

o De-escalation of the initial regimen was performed in 219 patients (35%)

o Common in medical than in surgical patients. 

o Severity of illness during the first 24 hours after ICU admission did not influence 
antimicrobial-therapy modification. 

o Mortality rate was 27% in patients with therapy de-escalation, 33% in those with 
no treatment change, and 43% in those with treatment escalation (P=0.006).



Conclusion
• Propensity score–adjusted multivariate regression analysis identified sept  

shock (odds ratio, 1.70), higher Sequential Organ Failure Assessment sc  
on the day of culture results (OR, 1.11), and inadequate empirical 
antimicrobial therapy (OR, 2.03) as factors independently associated wit  -
hospital mortality.

• De-escalating therapy proved to be protective (OR, 0.55). 

• De-escalation was also protective against 90-day mortality across the entire 
cohort, as well as for the subgroup of 403 patients who had received initi  
adequate therapy.





















Thank you!
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